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ABSTRACT Young’s modulus of New Red Sandstone was investigated experimentally to gain
insight into its nonlinear nature. A large experimental programme was carried out by applying
a controllable quasi-static and dynamic uniaxial loading to 286 dry sandstone samples of four
different sizes. The static and dynamic tests, similar to those aiming at determining the uniaxial
compressive strength, were conducted using the state-of-the-art experimental facilities at the
University of Aberdeen including a custom-built small experimental rig for inducing a dynamic
uniaxial compressive load via a piezoelectric transducer. The obtained results have confirmed
a complex nature of Young’s modulus of sandstone. Specifically, under a harmonic dynamic
loading, it shows strongly nonlinear behaviour, which is hardening and softening with respect to
frequency and amplitude of the dynamic loading, respectively.

KEY WORDS Sandstone, Young’s modulus, Static and dynamic loading, Experiments, Stress
and strain, Nonlinearity

Notations
A Amplitude of the dynamic load (N)
E Young’s modulus (Pa)
Edyn Dynamic component of Young’s modulus (Pa)
F Load (N)
Fex External load (N)
Fmax Maximum force (N)
Fmin Minimum force (N)
Fmax av Upper load limit of the linear elastic zone (N)
Fmin av Lower load limit of the linear elastic zone (N)
Frigmax Load limit of the rig (N)
Fdyn Dynamic load (N)
Fst Static preload (N)
d Diameter of a sample (m)
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l Length of a sample (m)
lmax Maximum length of a sample (m)
lmin Minimum length of a sample (m)
Δl Contraction of a sample (m)
rmax Maximum radius of a sample (m)
rmin Minimum radius of a sample (m)
Δr Radial displacement (m)
εr Linear radial strain (−)
εl Linear axial strain (−)
ν Poisson’s ratio (−)
ηav Average Poisson’s ratio (−)
σmax av Upper strength limit of a linear elastic zone (Pa)
σmin av Lower strength limit of a linear elastic zone (Pa)
σUCS av Average uniaxial compressive strength (Pa)
σUCS Uniaxial compressive strength (Pa)
f Frequency (Hz)
b, c, d, h, k Rock constants (–, –, N, GPa/Hz2, GPa)

1. Introduction
Changes of geomechanical characteristics of rocks under static and dynamic loading are of signif-

icant fundamental and practical importance. Design engineers must consider the static and dynamic
geomechanical characteristics of soils and rocks. This includes evaluation of stability of dam slopes
during excavations [1], foundation dynamic responses [2], earthquake reliance [3], dynamic strength of
rocks in concrete [4] and rocks around tunnels [5], safety of underground mines [6], rock cutting and
blasting [7, 8], buildings on limestone sands [9], as well as estimation of reservoir permeability [10].

One of the most important characteristics of mechanical properties of natural and man-made mate-
rials used in science and engineering is Young’s modulus, which is not only non-constant for rocks but
also has a nonlinear character (see e.g. [11]). Studies of the nature of rock’s Young’s modulus variation
under the dynamic loading are insufficient, mostly due to the complexity of custom-made experimen-
tal set-ups and subsequent data interpretation (see [7, 12]). Nevertheless, some earlier work (see e.g.
[13]) reported that Young’s moduli of Navajo sandstone, Spergen limestone and Oklahoma granite are
independent of the frequency of dynamic loading at the strain below 10−7 in the frequency range from
4 to 400 Hz. Recent studies on Opalinus Clay (see [14]) and Mancos shale (see [15]) demonstrated an
increase in Young’s modulus and a decrease in Poisson’s ratio with an increase in frequency of the
dynamic loading from 1 to 100 Hz at the strain around 10−6. The authors [16] showed that with an
increase in frequency from 1 to 50 Hz for samples with a strain range between 10−8 and 10−6, both
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of Donnybrook sandstone increase, i.e. a dispersion of Young’s
modulus was observed. A similar dispersion of Young’s modulus was also reported in [17, 18] for
Fontainebleau sandstone for frequencies ranging from 1 to 100 Hz at the strain lower than 10−5. An
increase in Young’s modulus was also shown in [19] whilst studying the Brea sandstone in the range of
frequencies from 1 to 100 Hz. A good example of a nonlinear relation for a sedimentary rock’s elastic
modulus and load frequency was given in [20]. As reported in [21], both sandy and shale formations of
Opalinus Clay exhibited relatively strong Young’s modulus dispersion at frequencies ranging from 1 to
200 Hz at the strain lower than 10−6. Several mechanisms of the nonlinear nature of Young’s modulus
were proposed, as reviewed in [22], but much more experimental research is still required. The results
presented in this study are of a major project focusing on investigating the mechanical properties of
rocks, the preliminary results of which have been presented in [23].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, details of the experimental methodology, procedures for
preparing the samples and inducing static and dynamic uniaxial loads, and set-ups are given. Section 3
focuses on the data processing and discussion of the obtained new results for New Red Sandstone in
order to unveil the nonlinear nature of Young’s modulus. This is followed by closing remarks presented
in Sect. 4.
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Table 1. Diameters and lengths of the cylindrical samples of New Red Sandstone

Sample size, mm
d, diameter L, Length

24.7 51.0
11.5 23.0
9.2 19.1
7.5 15.6

2. Experimental Methodology
In this section, we will describe the process of preparing rock samples, the used experimental

rigs for static and dynamic tests, as well as the adopted experimental methodology, and present the
experimental results. In addition, some details of our unique custom-built experimental set-up for
dynamic tests of cylindrical rock samples will also be given.

The main purpose of this paper is to experimentally study the behaviour of the dynamic Young’s
modulus of dry sandstone samples under uniaxial compression predominantly in the zone of linear
elasticity. According to [24, 25], the limits of rock’s linear elastic zone can be defined on a diagram
of uniaxial compression with the relationship between stress and relative longitudinal strain, at which
Young’s modulus can be calculated. Therefore, to define the limits of the rock’s linear elastic zone for
New Red Sandstone, a series of tests to determine the uniaxial compressive strength was performed
during quasi-static loading of cylindrical samples with four different sizes as listed in Table 1. Based on
the results obtained, a sample with a diameter of d = 7.5 mm and length of l = 15.6 mm was selected
for experiments with non-stationary dynamic loading, for which 270 tests were carried out.

2.1. Preparation of Samples

All experiments were carried out on New Red Sandstone of the Permian period sourced from
the Clashach Quarry in Scotland, UK. In order to determine the rock’s elastic zone and undertake
the subsequent dynamic tests, the cylindrical rock samples of four sizes were prepared following the
standards given in [26] and ASTM [27], the details of which can be found in Table 1. A total of 286
New Red Sandstone samples in total were milled from large rock blocks by applying similar cutting
conditions and flushing out cuttings with water. After milling, the end faces of samples were polished
to make them parallel to each other and perpendicular to the samples’ geometrical axes. This is to
ensure the maximum contact area between the plates of loading rigs and a sample, as well as an even
stress distribution. Then samples were washed and kept in a drying oven for 24 h at the temperature
of 90◦C until their masses became constant, as prescribed by API [28]. The prepared samples were
tested for reservoir properties using the UltraPoroPerm-500 apparatus, which utilizes the precision
flow measurement technology and differential pressure transducer array to attain the steady-state gas
flow for pore volume measurement. Inside the apparatus, a sample is exposed to the static pressure
with the pressure difference applied to its opposite ends. The procedure recommended by API [28]
was followed to determine the transition from the laminar to the turbulent flow within a sample. The
measured porosity and permeability for the New Red Sandstone samples were 17.5% and 0.353µm2,
respectively. Due to the high permeability of the investigated New Red Sandstone, the Klinkenberg
effect has not been observed.

2.2. Determination of the Linear Elastic Zone

The linear elastic zone was determined using the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) method.
The quasi-static tests for the samples with a diameter of 24.7 mm were conducted on the Instron
Series 4483, and those with a diameter of 7.5 mm, 9.2 mm, or 11.5 mm were carried out on the Tinius
Hounsfield apparatus. The loading rate for experiments on both machines was set as 0.05 mm/min.
All tests were carried out in the same environmental conditions; and in order to be statistically viable,
for each sample size, 9 loading experiments were performed (Fig. 1).

The quasi-static uniaxial compressive strength test result of the rock sample of 7.5 mm in diameter
is presented in Fig. 2, where a curve of load–displacement together with the snapshots depicting the
evolution of cracks is shown. At the beginning of loading, the nonlinear relationship between the load F
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Fig. 1. Photograph of New Red Sandstone cylindrical rock samples used in the experimental studies, which sizes are
listed in Table 1

Fig. 2. Quasi-static experiments to determine the linear elastic zone for the New Red Sandstone: a photograph of the
Tinius Hounsfield apparatus with a rock sample; b example of load–contraction relationship obtained from uniaxial
compressive tests showing two nonlinear (Zones 1 and 3) and one linear (Zone 2) zones. A local value of Young’s
modulus under the assumption of engineering strain can be calculated as the first derivative of force with respect to
contraction divided by the specific axial load. This value is constant for quasi-static load in the linear elastic zone and
is represented by a tangent dash line

and the displacement Δl is due to two effects: removal of clearance in the force-generating mechanism of
the apparatus (the horizontal part of Zone 1) and closure of small cracks and cavities in a rock sample
(the nonlinear part of Zone 1). Then, with an increase in load, the zone of linear elasticity (Zone 2)
is encountered, where the sample experiences elastic strain. A further increase in load surpassing the
elastic limit leads to the determination of uniaxial compressive strength, which is also known as the
unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of a material because the confining stress is set to zero. Once
the UCS is surpassed, a large crack has developed, leading to a subsequent fracture of the sample,
accompanied (as reported in [29]) by a brittle stress drop and a strain softening (Zone 3).

The uniaxial compressive strength σUCS is calculated based on the maximum value of quasi-static
axial load causing fracture and the cross section of the sample (e.g. [25]), which, for a cylindrical
sample, can be expressed by a simple formula as,

σUCS = 4
Fmax

πd2
(1)
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Fig. 3. Stress–strain relationships determined experimentally from the uniaxial quasi-static compression tests for two
sizes of samples with diameters of (a) 7.5 mm and (b) 11.5 mm. To be statistically valid, nine samples were tested
for each size, for which the minimum and maximum average values, σmin av and σmax av, of limits of the linear elastic

zone were determined. Significant differences can be observed between fracture strengths, but the tangents for the linear

elastic zones appear to be similar.

Table 2. Limits of the linear elasticity zone (Zone 2) in terms of minimum and maximum forces and stresses

Diameter of sample, mm Lower limit Upper limit
σmin av, MPa Fmin av, kN σmax av, MPa Fmax av, kN

7.5 10.2 0.45 31.7 1.5
9.2 16.6 1.1 37.6 2.5
11.5 24.1 2.5 41.4 4.3
24.7 20.9 10 48.0 23.9

where Fmax is the maximum force recorded when conducting the UCS tests and d is the diameter of
the sample. During these quasi-static tests, we observed a scale effect, which manifested itself in lower
σUCS for smaller samples. Specifically, 30% lower values of the average uniaxial compressive strength of
rock σUCS av were observed for the smallest samples (d = 7.5 mm) when compared with the largest ones
(d = 24.7 mm). This finding contradicts most of the earlier results including those presented in [30, 31],
where an opposite scale effect was observed. A plausible hypothesis is that during the process of sample
preparation, each sample acquires similar size and crack density, which plays a much stronger role for
smaller-diameter samples. In fact, a similar explanation of sample surface cracks was given in [32]
almost a half century ago. The results reported in [33, 34] on uniaxial compression testing of another
sedimentary rock, Gosford Sandstone, with sample diameters ranging from 7 to 145 mm, showed that
the UCS of the Gosford Sandstone rose with the increase in sample diameter up to 66 mm and then
fell steadily for larger diameters. Another example of rising UCS with sample diameter for sedimentary
rock samples was given in [35]. However, it is worth reemphasizing that the above-mentioned results
including those presented in this study are not conclusive ones, and a convincing model explaining
such behaviour is yet to be developed. There are many aspects including an unavoidable misalignment
between the geometric axis of the sample and the applied load, which need to be addressed in future
studies to unveil this intriguing behaviour.

A clear demonstration of our finding of lower UCS for smaller-diameter samples is presented in
Fig. 3, which compares the uniaxial compressive strength σUCS obtained from two sets of samples
(nine samples per set) of 7.5 mm and 11.5 mm in diameter, respectively. The corresponding average
uniaxial compressive strength σUCS av is 37.4 MPa and 43.6 MPa, respectively. Each set of stress–strain
curves shows a large spread of σUCS, and consequently, the lower and upper limits of the linear elastic
zone (Zone 2) are determined, and the three zones are located. This can be seen from Table 2, which
provides the lower and upper limits for stresses and forces.
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Fig. 4. Dynamic loading generation and measurement of the sample deformation: (a) schematic of the experimental
set-up with the axial and radial deformations of a sample, respectively, recorded by an eddy current probe and a laser
sensor; (b) schematic of the sample’s geometry without deformation and with the maximum deformation. lmin, lmax,
rmin and rmax are, respectively, the minimum and maximum values of length and radius of a sample under dynamic
loading

The stress–strain relationship herein is a complex three-dimensional (3D) problem, where the barrel-
type deformation of a sample (this is schematically shown in a subsequent part of this paper), the
internal microstructure, the distribution of defects, and in particular, the fractality [36] and fissure
angle (see [37]) should be considered. However, for the sake of simplicity and to gain some generic
insight, we assume the engineering or linear strain in the sample, εl, which can be calculated as

εl =
Δl

l
(2)

where Δl and l are the contraction and length of the sample, respectively.

2.3. Dynamic Tests

In order to study the variation of Young’s modulus of New Red Sandstone with dynamic loading,
the generated dynamic stress has to be within the linear elastic zone (Zone 2). This practically means
that the piezoelectric actuator being used needs to generate the required dynamic load. The maximum
dynamic load that can be generated on our small-scale custom-designed experimental rig, as shown in
Fig. 4(a), is Frigmax = 1.1 kN. The set-up utilizes the static loading mechanism from one of the exper-
imental rigs developed by the Centre for Applied Dynamics Research at the University of Aberdeen
to study the dynamics of drill-strings [38]. Once a sample is aligned to be at the centre of the axial
force and positioned between parallel loading discs, it is preloaded with the static force from the discs’
gravity and then the dynamic force generated by the piezoelectric actuator is applied. The pattern of
the dynamic loading, in particular the frequency and amplitude of this force, is applied and controlled
from the signal generator. As shown schematically in Fig. 4(a), the axial dynamic displacement signal
Δl is sensed by an eddy current probe (ECP), and the radial motion Δr via a laser vibrometer with
the accuracy of 0.5 µ m and 1.5 μm, respectively. Both signals were conditioned and passed to the Lab-
View data acquisition system to be digitized, recorded, stored and then post-processed. The dynamic
experiments were carried out for 30 different harmonic loading patterns defined by a combination of
frequency f and loading amplitude A as detailed in Table 3.

For all the 270 dynamic tests, a sample was first statically preloaded to Fst = 700 N, and then a
harmonic force Fdyn of amplitude A varied from 0 to 250 N and frequency f varied from 15 to 40 Hz was
applied. Considering the experimentally determined limits of the linear elastic zone listed in Table 2,
in order to study the dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn, the samples with a diameter of 7.5 mm were
used whilst maintaining the necessary condition of rig delivering the force to be within the limits,
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Table 3. Harmonic loading combinations applied in the dynamic tests

Amplitude Fdyn, N Frequency f , Hz
15 20 25 30 35 40

50 1 2 3 4 5 6
100 7 8 9 10 11 12
150 13 14 15 16 17 18
200 19 20 21 22 23 24
250 25 26 27 28 29 30

Fig. 5. Time histories of the external loading acting on the sample (top panel) with frequency f = 25 Hz and amplitude
Fdyn = 250 N, and the axial (middle panel) and radial (bottom panel) displacements measured by the eddy current
probe and laser vibrometer, respectively

i.e. Fmin av < Frigmax < Fmax av. In other words, such a dynamic uniaxial compressive stress needs to
be created, which lies within the zone of linear elasticity (Zone 2), and a more powerful actuator is
required for studying the samples with larger diameters of 9.2, 11.5 and 24.7 mm.

To study the dynamic Young’s modulus of New Red Sandstone, each sample was initially preloaded
with an appropriate value of static force Fst to maintain a good contact between the sample and its
holders. Then, the dynamic force of amplitude Fdyn and frequency f was generated. Hence, the selected
peak values of the external load, Fmin = Fst − Fdyn and Fmax = Fst + Fdyn, were within the limits of
the linear elastic zone (Zone 2), which can be expressed by the inequality (3) as

{
Fst − Fdyn > Fmin av

Fst + Fdyn < Fmax av
(3)

All the recorded dynamic experimental data were processed using a custom-written Matlab code to
accurately locate the local extrema in time histories of dynamic load and displacements. An example
family of recorded time histories is shown in Fig. 5, depicting the external loading acting on a sample
and the measured amplitudes of the axial Δl and radial Δr displacements. Using a way similar to the
calculation of static engineering strain, as described by Eq. (2), the dynamic strains in the axial εl and
radial εr directions were obtained. In the first instance and at the middle of the sample height, they
were used to evaluate the Poisson’s ratio ν, with an average value around 0.26.
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Fig. 6. Nonlinear nature of the dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn of New Red Sandstone determined experimentally: (a)
3D surface of Edyn determined using the method of least squares intersecting the planes of constant amplitude and
frequency; (b) and (c) the softening and hardening characteristics of Edyn with respect to the amplitude Fdyn and
frequencyf of dynamic loading, respectively. The legends in panels (b) and (c) denote the corresponding curves with
various amplitudes and frequencies

3. Nature of Young’s Modulus of New Red Sandstone
The experimental data of the dynamic forces and displacements (axial and radial) were used to

compute the stress–strain relationships by assuming that a sufficient fundamental insight can be
obtained using the engineering (linear) strain definition. Specifically, this approach was used to deter-
mine Young’s modulus and its dependence on the frequency and amplitude of dynamic loading. The
dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn shows strong nonlinear behaviour, as presented in Fig. 6, where panel
(a) depicts the 3D surface intersected by two planes of constant amplitude Fdyn and frequency f ,
calculated using the method of least squares with respect to the functions of amplitude and frequency
dependence represented by Eqs. (4) and (5). The panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 6 demonstrate the soft-
ening and hardening characteristics of the dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn for varying amplitude and
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Table 4. Values of material constants describing Edyn by a family of curves with Eq. (4)

Frequency f [Hz] Constants
b [–] c [–] d[N]

15 0.024 0.008 0.5
20 0.0273 0.009 0.55
25 0.0273 0.0085 0.53
30 0.0273 0.0081 0.51
35 0.037 0.0101 0.6
40 0.042 0.0111 0.67

Table 5. Values of material constants describing Edyn by a family of curves with Eq. (5)

Constants Amplitude Fdyn [N]
50 100 150 200 250

h[GPa/Hz2] 0.00019 0.00047 0.00049 0.00051 0.00054
k[GPa] 1.325 1.69 2.0 2.14 2.19

frequency, respectively. In other words, the tangent curves of dynamic Young’s modulus with respect
to amplitude and frequency would monotonically decrease and increase, respectively.

In the experiments used to determine Fig. 6, as specified in Table 3, the amplitude Fdyn ranged
from 50 to 250 N whilst the frequency f from 15 to 40 Hz. With an increase in load amplitude Fdyn

from 0 to 100 N, the Young’s modulus rose from 1.8 to 2.4 GPa with the largest gradient. The increase
in amplitude Fdyn from 100 to 250 N led to an additional rise of Young’s modulus by around 0.7 GPa
tending towards a constant value. The dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn depending on the dynamic load
amplitude Fdyn can be graphically represented as a family of curves shown in Fig. 6b and approximated
mathematically by a rational function of the following type:

Edyn(Fdyn) =
b Fdyn

c F dyn + d
(4)

where b, c and d are material constants of New Red Sandstone, which are given in Table 4 for different
values of Fdyn.

We adopted a similar approach when analysing the variation of Young’s modulus Edyn with respect
to the frequency f of dynamic loading. However, the relationship herein is best approximated by
quadratic functions, which is graphically shown in Fig. 6c and described as

Edyn(f) = hf2 + k (5)

where h and k are constants. Herein, the higher the amplitude of dynamic loading Fdyn is, the higher
hbecomes. There is the smallest rise of Edyn by 0.3 GPa when the frequency of dynamic loading f is
increased from 0 to 40 Hz at the amplitude Fdyn equal to 50 N. When Fdyn is increased to 250 N, the
Young’s modulus rises more rapidly and its increment reaches the maximum Edyn = 0.8 GPa. The
values of h and k describing the evolution of Eq. (5) are given in Table 5.

4. Closing Remarks
In this paper, we present the results from a large experimental programme which was conducted

to investigate the nonlinear dynamic nature of Young’s modulus of New Red Sandstone. Specifically,
286 dry sandstone samples of a cylindrical shape and four different sizes were tested by inducing a
controllable dynamic loading in a similar way to the uniaxial compressive strength tests.

The experiments were carried out in two stages. In the first stage, tests were conducted by inducing
quasi-static loading to determine the linear zone of Young’s modulus. Samples with a diameter of
7.5 mm, 9.2 mm, or 11.5 mm were tested with the Tinius Hounsfield apparatus, whilst those with a
diameter of 24.7 mm were tested on the Instron Series 4483. The loading rate was set to 0.05 mm/min
on both machines. Three distinct zones were observed for all experiments, namely two nonlinear zones
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at the initial and final phases (Zones 1 and 3), and one linear zone (Zone 2) in between, as seen in
Fig. 2b.

The obtained results have confirmed a strongly nonlinear nature of the Young’s modulus of New
Red Sandstone, which shows hardening and softening characteristics with respect to the frequency and
amplitude of harmonic loading, respectively. It is clearly seen that the change of amplitude Fdyn of
the dynamic loading at any investigated frequency f has a much more dominant effect on the increase
in the dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn than the change of frequency of the dynamic loading has, as
shown in Fig. 6.

Although the dispersion of Young’s modulus has been mentioned in literature [14, 16, 17], it has
not been supported by robust experimental data or mathematical models. Therefore, our studies may
facilitate the development of modelling the dynamic characteristics of clastic rocks.
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